The development of the security system on the application of a website is now more advanced. But software that has vulnerabilities will threaten all fields such as information system of health, defense, finance, and education. Information technology security issues will become a threat that made managers of the website (web admin) alerted. This paper is focused on how to handle various application web attacks, especially attacks that use SQL Injection, using The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), the aim is to raise awareness about application security web and how to handle an occurred attack. OWASP is a non-profit organization that focuses on web application security. OWASP provides security resources so that everyone can improve website security. the existence of security holes on the website is very vulnerable to being broken with dangerous character. to prevent it from being able to periodically replace the user name and password. Testing can be done to mitigate the security gap in the SMS broadcast application service by updating the filter character in such a way that the attacker can be minimized. Mitigation is done by limiting characters to enter making it difficult for attackers.
INTRODUCTION
The development of rapid information technology can't be separated from the Internet, to handle the information that is up to date every second, the website is necessary. Websites can contain text, pictures, or videos. The more varied and interesting a website will become a management for users all over the world to access it. The number of developed websites that did not follow by a good security system could have vulnerabilities that are not known by the admin or manager of the website [1] . The same impact could happen on broadcast SMS website the Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni.
The website is used to provide information to students. Because of the website, SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni of Ahmad Dahlan University is often used and very important, this website should be safe from attacks, especially SQL Injection. In today's world, SQL injection is a serious security threat on the Internet for various dynamic webs that are on the internet. Because the use of the internet for various online services is increasing, so are the security threats that exist on the web increasing. [2] . SQL Injection technique is well known in the world of hacking as one of the web hacking techniques that are destructive to the database of a site. The technique used in SQL injection is to enter standard commands in SQL (DDL, DML, DCL) such as create, insert, update, drop, alter, union and select along with other commands that are not foreign. [3] To find out whether the website is completely safe, an attack simulation is conducted. SQL Injection is used to determine whether there is a security loopholes website or not. A website that has vulnerabilities will be vulnerable to attacks. If an attacker successfully attacked a website then it is a possibility that an attacker can manipulate the data. This study aims to find security holes in applications web SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni of Ahmad Dahlan University. This research uses a gray system theory. Gray system theory is used because this method does not require a lot of data. this study uses little data, 12 data samples. to prevent it from being able to periodically replace the user name and password.
RESEARCH METHOD
A website loophole can be detected by using SQL Injection, by entering certain characters in the login form might cause an attacker can get to the admin page and know the contents of the database, even extract, transform or remove it [4] . SQL Injection occurs when an attacker gives an SQL query command input to manipulate the query language so that the attacker gets database information [5] . SQL Injection attacks are very dangerous, attackers who master the database or have entered the database without permission can manipulate data on the database system, this might cause the injected website became unusable. Hacked data can be misused by irresponsible parties [6] .
SQL Injection can be done in many ways one of them is by giving the character aims to inject a character such as string or quotation marks, exclamation points, or equal to, and the other characters to produce the condition is always true [7] . In SQL Injection attack the attacker can use malicious characters to be injected in the login form of the website application so that it can control the database. If the security system is good then the database can be recovered [8] . The character is shaped like quotation marks ('=,!) Injected into the login form. Other characters that can be used as OR1 = 1--, or'1 = '1'. Character is what used to attack websites login form [9] . SQL Injection attacks are used to take control of the system through the database. By leveraging the success of SQL injection attacker can enter into the website system without going through the login process and password [10] .
The weakness of the website requires the security of related information on unrestricted databases thus allowing attackers to retrieve information data. Tests using SQL injection security hole could tell the difference before and after the applied patch to renew or update a malicious code to block SQL injection attacks, the patch that is used to improve the security of applications that require validation against a database [11] .
Attacks using SQL Injection can be detected but it is difficult to know the identity of the attacker and might not be tracked. Therefore, it is important to build a security system on a website [12] . Website's vulnerability to attack from SQL Injection can be prevented by renewing Password with the latest patches and updates security system otherwise website will be easily susceptible to attack [13] . Analysis handling attacks SQL Injection by Rudi Samuel Pardosi [14] can be done in the following way: 1. Perform an SQL Injection attack by entering a malicious character in the login form that is at the time of initializing in the programming code that retrieves data from the database. 2. Giving the code constraint input limitation, the input that makes the attacker can't inject long input in the login form.
3. Eliminate or hide the program code to resolve error messages that come out of the database. This research uses the OWASP Framework. The advantages of the OWASP Framework compared to other frameworks are simple approaches to calculating and assessing the risks associated with applications. wherewith this method can be decided what should be done to these risks. By knowing the risks that will occur, many benefits will be obtained including saving time and reducing the occurrence of more serious risks [15] . In The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) attack SQL Injection was ranked first, this can be evidenced by the release of the OWASP Top notes 10-2017 [16] and can be seen in Figure 1 . Figure 1 . The level of security attacks OWASP Figure 1 [16] shows the security attack on injection occupying the first level because often used to attack web applications. In Figure 1 Forwards are not validated. Figure 2 [16] indicates a potential attacker to use a variety of techniques for entering applications. website dangerous database. Sometimes, these techniques can easily be found and exploited, otherwise sometimes can be difficult, as well as damage from a simple factor improved to an irretrievable. Figure 3 [16] shows the update of the OWASP Top 10 focused on the identification of the most serious risk, for each risk there is general information about the likelihood and impact by using a simple grading scheme is based on the OWASP Risk Rating Methodology. For each application the possibility of no threat of attack and impact that makes a change. In the previous version focused on identifying common vulnerabilities that are designed based on risk. Risks in the Top 10 come from this type of attack, weakness, and its effects. History in surfing the browser where the user opens user id email or password will be stored on the hard drive or computer, otherwise, it is also stored in random access memory. This activity also includes accessing internet banking login, PayPal, Bitcoin, and Facebook. Login access is user id and password. Linux Extractor (LiME) memory can capture memory so that information obtained from random access memory can be completed and can be used as evidence in digital crime management and involves evidence of the Linux-based laptop operating system. Forensic Tool Kit (FTK) Imager can analyze digital evidence well because the data evidence of encrypted and unencrypted information can also be opened by these tools. [17] Attacks on structured networks come from multiple sources and assemble to form a large packet flow is a type of Denial of Service (DoS) attack. This attack can disrupt the service on the target network by flooding the bandwidth or system capacity on processing to be able to make the target server network becomes overloaded. The tool used to detect DoS network attacks router and perform network traffic analysis is Wireshark. it can be concluded that attacks on Router analysis, starting from the attack process can be obtained information that the DoS attack can Ping or send data/messages can repeatedly and make the network Router down using DNS Flooding application. This application has characteristics in the research results and it can be proven that forensic investigators can succeed in using the Wireshark app to analyze DoS attacks on the Router [18] .
Forensic networks, requiring traffic logs to analyze the activity of each computer connected to the network to be able to know what hackers do. This requires the router information. Accessing router-related information such as RouterOS on Mikrotik devices can be used to maintain some data that uses the API in remotely accessing the router. Forensics on router-based OS devices Routers can be done with live forensics via the Media API. In the extraction of router data through the API can access information related to various activities on the network. The applications developed are the success of data from the router, Log Activity, IP Address List, ARP, Rent DHCP, RouterBoard Info, Users, and DNS Cache. The data used in observing network-based attacks is a scenario, the DNS Cache role has no correlation on the FTP Service for the case of attack scenarios. Analysis of linked links in each field of data acquisition variables greatly helps digital forensic investigators to determine the attack activity of the Network. To obtain forensic acquisition information should do so quickly before the Router is turned off or rebooted [19] .
The threat of malicious networks for security on Web servers resulting in loss of bandwidth and overload for users and web servers of service providers is flooding. Flooding attacks on the network is by implementing an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) detection system such as
Snort. An open-source system that can be used to detect flooding attacks using Snort's special rules. various activities will be recorded on Snort then stored in the log file to record all network traffic activity. Log files are used for investigation into forensic process modeling methods to find evidence. Results from the analysis of this study found that 15 IP addresses recorded perform illegal acts on the webserver. The IDS system that applies to this research has worked well as expected, the system can record all network activities in the form of log files with p. cap extension, the file can be analyzed with Wireshark. The analysis carried out, found 15 IP address of the webserver has done illegal acts, thus causing overload on the network traffic. With the forensic process, the IDS system on the webserver can help meet forensic needs, besides, administrators can monitor and prevent attacks [20] .
Structured network attacks that originate from multiple sources and converge to form a large packet flow are the Distributed Denial of Service Attacks (DDoS). This attack to interfere with the service on the target network by flooding the target bandwidth or excessive load capacity on the target network server. The method of the network defense system on the Internet to avoid a DDoS attack is the classification of network packets. This classification is done by an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method [21] .
Cloud service applications that Cloud service providers offer, but most companies build private cloud computing. Cloud system violations may be an internal user or due to a configuration error or there may be flaws in the system. This research introduces the ADAM (Advanced Data Acquisition Model) method, which refers to the result of the ADAM investigation process, can also verify some parameters of successful investigation; the investigation by using ADAM in the future can work well and correctly. To identify weaknesses in the service system used its ownCloud user list from a group that can change the password of other users [22] .
The ADAM (Advanced Data Acquisition Model) method is used for the private cloud computing service investigation process that has been successfully performed. The process in data acquisition of service can work either directly or by writing block acquisition per device so that the problems that occur are the mainstay of evidence as reliable digital data in court. In the misuse of XYZ hospital data against the dissemination of confidential data occurs due to system flaws, or misconfiguration, this can occur due to the misuse of policies on private cloud computing services.
Forensic The Closing Phase is a process by patching the user's security gap by first installing the add-on on the extension in the Mozilla Firefox browser using the XSSFilterAde extension name. XSSFilter is available for early warning, turn off plugins, restrict, authorize payload/script to the victim when opening website address [23] METHODOLOGY The method by [24] can be described as follows: 1) Identify websites, Internet networks, Web servers. 2) Testing with attack SQL Injection to finding loopholes that can be penetrated by malicious code 3) attacks Analyze the results to find weaknesses in the website 4) report the results of the following research documentation and evidence of research. This journal emphasizes the attacks carried out by the perpetrators of the crime through the security holes of the website, and successfully entered the website database so that the perpetrators of the crime can change or delete the database on the website that will harm the website owner.
The analysis in this research is to create an attack SQL Injection on the website SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni it is to determine whether there are security loopholes broadcast SMS Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni so by knowing their security holes.
The test is conducted to prove the existence of vulnerabilities perforated so it can be known of the slits to shut it down immediately so that an attacker can't log back in using a unique character. Attacks trials SQL Injection that Figure 4 is a page views website SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni, these pages display the login form and password. In the user id field input SQL Injection characters while Password is emptied after input then press enter. Picture 3 has not entered a character so the display has not changed.
In Figure 5 login form SMS broadcast view Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni gave input 'or1 = 1 for password deliberately emptied, the results obtained for the input characters above can't enter the menu page because it is blocked with the characters mentioned above. Existing display after given the input character 'or1 = 1 as in Figure 6 that is a warning that the character is not recognized by the system. The experiment was conducted 12 times, among the twelve experiments one could successfully enter the login form. this experiment can know the website SMS broadcast that has been injected dangerous characters there are security holes that can be exploited by the attacker to manipulate the existing data in the system website. Figure 7 shows the login form page in the user id field entered character 'or'1' = '1. And in the password field is not given any input, only on the column id user only inputted after the login button pressed then the results obtained from the input characters above are as shown in Figure 7 . In this experiment successfully entered by using the character 'or'1' = '1. The result of input 'or'1' = '1 has shown successful entry as shown in figure 8 . the above test successfully entered into the web admin page so that in this research it can be said that the security hole has been open for character above. The successful entry into the administrator page occurs due to validation error or not filtered malicious characters entered into the login form. The dangerous thing is the successful attacker entering without a password by entering characters or inputs as in the twelfth test and the attacker SMS broadcast BIMAWA or false information or false news that causes the receiver's loss of information.
Tests twelfth managed to get to a page web admin so in this study it can be said that the security hole has been open to the characters mentioned above. The success goes to page administrator was due to a validation error or not a filtered dangerous character is entered into the login form. It is causing a dangerous attacker is successful without a password by entering characters or inputs such as in testing the twelfth and the attacker does SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni or false information or false information that causes harm the recipient of the information.
Figure 9. Page SMS Messages broadcast Bureau
Of Students Affairs and Alumni To Conduct Figure 9 is a page to the message carried by admin. Until this page, the attacker can perform a message to the destination number. An attacker can create fake messages or sending chain messages that cause users no phone intended to follow what is required or authorized by the attacker, who in this case the mobile phone number will think that that sends a message is admin though not the admin but the attacker's website SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni.
For typing SMS and no mobile phones are shown in Figure 10 . The data on this page the attacker can write a message and no mobile phones are desirable. It is harmful to users no phone because he thought that sending messages is the admin of the SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni. At 12 attempts are being made to go to the website SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni one trial has made it into the login form. After learning that website there are vulnerabilities that are vulnerable to attackers who will be able to manipulate the data in the database SMS broadcast Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni such as giving false message to the user or a student, then made an effort to close the gap so that the attacker can't enter it again. Trials to close the gap made in the official Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni because Server SMS broadcast is in the room Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni. Steps to be taken are as follows: Opening folder HTDOC on the server and then open the file PHP Login. with notepad where the program code to enter the login form here. Inline 24, there is a user id where the source code is used to enter the login form. Figure 11 shows the time has not changed the program code on line 24, which is located in the log file HTDOC broadcast SMS in the Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni server. Program code above causes the attacker can log in with the character of admin 'or'1' = '1.
$ user_id = $ _ POST [ 'no_anggota'];
The program code above should be changed to close security gaps or attacker can't sign in using the characters have been used to enter the login form in the twelfth trial. Changes in the above program code are to add the program code. For allowed into is like the source code above is only uppercase and lowercase letters from A to Z and then only the numbers from 0 to 9.
In this research has proven that website SMS broadcast in Bureau of Student Affairs and Alumni there are vulnerabilities that are vulnerable penetrated by attackers who would give information or fictitious message, and has closed the gap by adding code to filter unique character. SQL Injection Attack appears as the main threat to the web application. The proposed solution for detecting SQLIA vulnerabilities in web applications is very large. Based on the Analyzer and dynamic tester well done to detect and block SQLIA, the response time is also very good compared to other tools. No need to change the source code of a web application can use the minimum system resources. One advantage of the proposed solution is that it can handle advanced SQLIA techniques as a knowledge base to be updated in handling modern types of threats. The proposed solution uses an MS SQL analyzer to allow for detecting vulnerabilities and tagging pages. The detector needs to be improved so that all types of analysis can be configured for analysis. knowledge base using techniques and knowledge of various attacks. [25] Intrusion detection system applies a learning vector quantization algorithm by applying a method of capturing data to the MySQL service port, converting data into ASCII code, extracting data into several alphanumeric features, punctuation, special combination and remaining character then processing that value into learning vector quantization algorithms so that you get an accurate SQL injection query pattern, the application enters text mode as process runs to capture and classify queries that go to the database. Evaluation at the level of accuracy is done by testing applications that use query data that varies to learning vector quantization algorithms when the application is installed on a network. By using parameters, the maximum accuracy of SQL injection detection applications reaches 80%. [26] Based on the results of testing methods for securing internet access using VPN, SSH Tunneling, DNS over HTTPS, DNS over TLS, DNSCRYPT, and Tor can avoid the sensor system. The use of the VPN, SSH Tunneling and Tor destination address in the form of IP Address and Hostname are not detected by the sensor system while the use of the DNS over HTTPS, DNS over TLS and DNSCRYPT methods that are secured is DNS Queries even though the IP Address can still be tracked. The sensor system applied in Indonesia uses the Domain Name System filtering method that records negative addresses entered into the blacklist. There for the use of the DNS over HTTPS, DNS over TLS and DNSCRYPT methods will still escape the Indonesian government censorship system. DNS over HTTPS, DNS over TLS or DNSCRYPT were created to protect Manin-the-Middle attacks by certain parties. So that the use of the DNS over HTTPS, DNS over TLS or DNSCRYPT method is to protect the insertion of malicious codes, protect from annoying advertisements, protect pornography, and so on. The installation of applications on secure internet access is not to avoid the sensor system. [27] CONCLUSION This research concludes that a security hole can be penetrated by giving input to login using a dangerous character. How to tell if on the web site there is a security hole or not ie by using SQL Injection. If a malicious character successfully escapes means the website is vulnerable to SQL Injection attacks. The existence of such vulnerabilities because the website has not been closed properly. SQL Injection can be used on other websites that have security holes. Attackers who can enter login form and successfully log in can manipulate data on the database, so it can harm the data on the website. A solution of this SQL Injection attack is to update patch, user name and password periodically.
The use of SQL Injection is used to determine the security hole and can detect threats to the SMS Broadcast web application so that the manager can immediately prevent it or immediately close the security hole in the web application.
